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  ....اين محرم و صفر است كه اسالم را زنده نگه داشته استاين محرم و صفر است كه اسالم را زنده نگه داشته استاين محرم و صفر است كه اسالم را زنده نگه داشته استاين محرم و صفر است كه اسالم را زنده نگه داشته است: : ))رهره((خمينيخميني    امامامام

  

Instruction: 

Read the following multiple – choice questions, choose the most appropriate item (a, b, c or d) and 

then mark it on your own answer sheet. 

A. Based on A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man answer questions from 1 to 17. 

 

1. While in Clongowes wood college, Stephen becomes sick. What has caused his sickness? 

 a. He is just homesick 

 b. Wells pushed him in the "square ditch" 

 c. He had a fight with classmates badly 

 d. He catches cold because of Cold weather 

2. When Stephen comes home from Clongowes for Christmas vacation, over Christmas dinner Mr. 

Dedalus and Dante dispute Why? 

 a. Dante says no one should criticize the priests or the church. 

 b. Stephen says he wants to marry Eileen Vance and Mr. Dedalus supports him. 

 c. Mr. Dedalus criticizes Parnell, the Irish patriot and many other things. 

 d. Stephen says he won’t turn back to school which makes Dante angry and unsatisfactory. 

3. Father Dolan, the prefect, pandies Stephen (lashes his hands) why does he do that? – Because……..  

 a. Stephen causes a fight opens among Fleming and Athy 

 b. Stephen makes troubles in the class 

 c. He notices that Stephen is not working in the class. 

 d. Father Arnall has told him that Stephen is not a good student 

4. Where does Stephen spend summer? Who is his accompany daring most of summer days? 

 a. at Clongowes , Athy   

 b. at school / Eileen Vance 

 c. in Black rock , at his grandfather’s house , Count of Monte / Cristo 

 d. in Black rock, in his family’s new house / uncle Charles 

5. Daring summer in Dublin, Stephen goes to a birthday party. How does he feel during the party? 

 a. He feels extremely happy and enjoys the company of other children. 

 b. He feels no gaiety or fun and enjoys feeling separate from other children 

 c. He simply enjoys the party 

 d. He comes to hate E.C. 
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6. At Belvedere College, Stephen performs a role in a play which is put on for Whitsuntide, a Christian 

feast. What is Stephen’s role in the play? Why did he win this role? 

 a. farcical teacher / because of his height and serious manner 

 b. a farcical teacher / because the rector ordered him 

 c. the patriotic soldier / because of his interest in romantic figures. 

 d. Count Monte de Cristo / because he had studied the novel during summer 

7. Which behavior of Mr. Dedalus makes Stephen ashamed of him? 

 a. his very bad financial situation  

 b. his drinking and flirtation with barmaids 

 c. his sentimental tales of old friends of the place 

 d. his weak management of the house where he lives 

8. In chapter three, Stephen feels despair over the degrade state of his soul. He suffers and feels "death  

 child". What event arouses such a feeling in him? 

 a. committing sins of flesh b. worship of virgin Mary 

 c. Father Arnall’s lecture in school chapel d. visiting women 

9. What does Stephen do to release from that feeling of fear, despair and lost innocence? 

 a. He confesses  b. He goes to Emma 

 c. He turns back home d. He finds father Arnall 

10. At the beginning of chapter four Stephen shows a life which is different from his past life. Now, he 

is a/n………………..  . 

 a. member of his family. b. active sport member  

 c. rich person  d. religious person 

11. Back to Jesuit of the places school, the director summons Stephen to his office to ……………..  . 

 a. ask Stephen about his friend, uncle Charles 

 b. ask Stephen  to assist him in the religious ceremony. 

 c. punish Stephen because of his sins of the flesh. 

 d. see whether Stephen wants to be a priest or no. 

12. Stephen identifies himself with the Greek hero, Dedalus, what is the result of his identification with 

this hero? 

 a. He decides to build a new soul to fly above the current miseries. 

 b. He decides to become a priest where he may get benefits  

 c. He decides to escape from Jesuit School in which he cannot endure. 

 d. He comes to the conclusion that he needs the two wings of religion and education. 

13. Stephens Aesthetic theory that every artistic object must have ideals of integrity, consonance and 

radiance is under the influence of ………… 

 a. Aquinas  b. Aristotle 

 c. Concept of divinity d. All above items 
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14. Over which matter do Stephen and his mother have different opinions? 

 a. Stephen’s marriage. 

 b. Stephen's attending in Easter services and devotion to church. 

 c. Stephen's relation with bud-reputed women including Emma. 

 d. Stephen's indifference to family's financial problems. 

15. Near the end of chapter five, the narrative switches to a journal form, narrated ………… 

 a. in accordance with dean's order. 

 b. in the form of recollections of childhood memories. 

 c. in first person point of view. 

 d. in third person point of view. 

16. Emma asks Stephen why he no longer goes to the university and Stephen answers …………  

 a. he has aesthetic plans  b. he has financial problems 

 c. that he is fired from university d. that his mother urged him to become a priest. 

17. James Joyce is one of the pioneers of modernism. He has written A Portrait of the  Artist in the 

modernist technique of narration called ………… 

 a. organic unity  b. stream of consciousness 

 c. fragmented narrative d. poetic prosody technique 

 

B- Based on George Orwell's Animal Farm, answer questions from 18 to 30.  

 

18. At the beginning of the novel, the animals have a meeting to ………… 

 a. listen to old Major’s final advices. b. talk about a riot. 

 c. discuss Mr. Jones cruelties d. discuss their miserable situation 

19. At the end of the meeting the animals decide that ………… 

 a. those with wings are enemies. 

 b. all creatures are enemies until the opposite is proved. 

 c. creatures that walk on two legs are enemies. 

 d. Man is enemy number one, rats enemy number two. 

20. The responsibility of teaching and organizing the other animals is taken by? 

 a. horses b. pigs c. rats d. men 

21. How does the rebellion begin in the story narrated? 

 a. upon Moses news.  

 b. when Major dies. 

 c. upon pigs' commands the animals chase men away from the farm. 

 d. when Mr. Jones forgets to feed animal’s cows attack the store shed. 
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22. The flag of the new farm has a green background and a white hoof and horn on it. What do they 

symbolize respectively? 

 - The green background symbolizes ………… and the white hoof and horn symbolize ………… 

 a. the fields of England / the animals b. the old field / the new field 

 c. the new farm / the old farm d. the world of may / the world of animals 

23. Which of the following animals does most of the heavy labor and adopts the motto: "I will work 

harder"? 

 a. Mollie b. the cat c. Boxer d. Squealer 

24. After Mr. Jones and some other men attack animal farm, Snowball tells Boxer not to feel guilty as 

"the only good human being is a dead one". Why does Snowball say so? 

 a. Snowball just tries to encourage Boxer to kill more human beings. 

 b. Boxer feels guilty because of killing a stable boy unintentionally. 

 c. Boxer feels guilty because of killing his former master, Mr. Jones. 

 d. Boxer and other horses killed lots of men in the chaos.  

25. What happens to Snowball's windmill plan? 

 a. Napoleon helps Snowball to complete the windmill within three months. 

 b. Boxer helps the pigs to build the windmill. 

 c. Snowball, Napoleon and Squealer start building the windmill. 

 d. Snowball is banished from the farm but Napoleon supports the plan later. 

26. In which way(s) do the pigs violate the seven commandments? 

 a. They deal with men, and work harder than other animals. 

 b. They live in farmhouse and sleep in beds. 

 c. They sleep under the rain and trade with other animals. 

 d. They become new masters and of the same time workers. 

27. Whenever something goes wrong in the farm, Napoleon says that ………… 

 a. Snowball is to blame. b. Animals should work harder. 

 c. Men are to blame.  d. Principle of Animalism are violated. 

28. What happens to squealer in the end process of the story? 

 a. He falls from a ladder  b. He joins Snowball. 

 c. He remains an ally with a Napoleon d. Boxer hills him with a gun 

29. Napoleon commands that a new school should be built for the education of ………… 

 a. all animals b. all animals' children           c. all piglets   d. all pigs 

30. When Boxer becomes sick, where is he going to be sent? 

 a. to human hospital  b. to Mr. Jones farm 

 c. to Mr. Frederick's farm d. to a glue factory 
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